
A Ladies’ Diary Tag

A Ladies’ Diary Tag                Featuring: A Ladies’ Diary Collection

Product and supplies list:

“Ageless Beauty” #4500502
“Fashion Plates” #4500508
“La Gazette” #4500509
“Lasting Impression” #4500511 - 2 Sheets
“Picture Perfect”   #4500504
Graphic 45 Metal Butterfly #4500420   
Chipboard Die Cuts 1  #4500514
Seam Binding – Black – 15”
Dimensional Foam Adhesive
Pliers – Optional
Bone Folder
Scor-Pal or other scoring system (Optional)
Scor Tape !”
Scissors
Paper Trimmer
Ruler
Dry Adhesive Runner
Quick Dry Liquid Adhesive
Hole Punch

Instructions

1.  Gently bend wings of metal butterfly using 
pliers or by hand.  Attach 
small “Graphic 45” chip-
board circle to the center 
of the butterfly using di-
mensional foam square/
tape.  Set aside.

2.  To create the tag base, 
cut a 4 !” x 9 "” 
rectangle from “Lasting 
Impression.”  Cut the 
corners diagonally to cre-
ate a tag shape, punch a 
hole in the top, center of 
the tag.

3. Adhere 4” x 7 1/2” rectangle cut from 
“Fashion Plate” to tag 
base.

4. Adhere 3 #” x 7 "” 
rectangle cut from “La 
Gazette” to the center of 
the “Fashion Plate” mat.

5.  Adhere image of the 
“woman with column, 
or standing in front of 
mirror” cut from “Age-
less Beauty” to the “La 
Gazette” mat.
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6.  Adhere the metal butterfly to the top, left 
hand corner of the tag using a strong quick 
dry liquid glue.

Paper Pleating

            Pleat 1

7. Using a 2”x 12” strip from “Picture Perfect” 
scor at 1”, 1 !”, 2 !” , 3”,  4”, 4 !”, 5 !”, 
6”, 7”, 7 !”, 8 !”, 9”, 10”, 10 !”, 11 !”.  

            Pleat 2

Fold the paper to the left at the 1” scor line. Use 
your bone folder after each step.

 

            Pleat 3

Fold the paper to the right at the 1 !” scor line.  
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            Pleat 4

Repeat until the entire strip is pleated.              

                     Front 

                     Back

                

Trim strip to 4” and 
attach Scor Tape to the 
back of the strip. Adhere 
strip below the image, 
cut a 4” border from 
“Lasting Impression” 
(lace trim or clock bor-
der image) and adhere 
to the top of the pleated 
border.
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